
Embrace the 
AI-Powered 

Future of Work 
Work with iT1 Source to elevate productivity and 

creativity with Copilot for Microsoft 365.

The pace of work is outpacing 
our ability to keep up.

Of people say they don’t 
have enough uninterrupted 
focus time at work.

Of people are spending 
too much time searching 
for information.

Of an employee’s time is 
spent on communicating 
(in meetings, email, and 
chat).

Source: 2023 Work Trend Index Annual Report: Will AI Fix Work? | Microsoft, May 2023

Generative AI represents an 
enormous opportunity

Reduce busywork
Radically rethink your workday. Delegate tasks to AI and 
protect focus time for the creative work that leads to 
innovation. Produce high-quality work in half the time.

End information overload
Quit mentally absorbing unnecessary information. Get 
answers instantly, identify only the important information, 
and restructure your day for success.

Work smarter, not harder
Quit spending so much time in your inbox. And make 
meetings more efficient with AI-powered intelligent 
meeting recaps, transcripts, and recordings.

Introducing 
Copilot for Microsoft 365:
A whole new way to work

Copilot for Microsoft 365 will help lighten the load

Built on Microsoft’s comprehensive approach

Security Compliance Responsible AI Privacy

Embedded across Microsoft 365 apps

Teams Outlook Word Excel PowerPoint

Turn words into a powerful productivity tool
Natural Language

Large Language 
Models

Microsoft Graph
- Your Data -

Microsoft 365 Apps

Embed AI-powered Copilot into 
the apps you use every day

Amplify creativity
Be more creative in Word, bring ideas to life in 
PowerPoint, analyze trends in Excel, lighten the load in 
Outlook, summarize conversations in Teams, and more.

Unlock productivity
Unlock data and knowledge across your organization. 
Combine Large Language Models with your data and turn 
your words into the most powerful productivity tool on 
the planet.

Trust in responsible AI
Count on Microsoft’s comprehensive approach to security, 
compliance, privacy, identity, and responsible AI. 
Configure access and governance policies to keep data 
protected.

Accelerate innovation with 
Copilot for Microsoft 365 today!

As a Microsoft Partner, we can …

Assess 
Allow our experts to evaluate your AI-readiness and uncover 
opportunities for seamless integration of Microsoft 365 Copilot.

Analyze 
Collaborate with us to define your unique business goals and 
challenges that Microsoft 365 Copilot can address.

Evaluate 
We’ll assess your technical capabilities and identify any gaps to ensure 
seamless integration.

Plan 
Together, we’ll develop a customized implementation plan, including 
timelines and resource allocation, to maximize the impact of Microsoft 
365 Copilot.

Pilot 
Experience the power of Microsoft 365 Copilot firsthand, in a controlled 
environment, validating its effectiveness for your business.

Train and access support
Benefit from our comprehensive training and support to empower your 
team for success.

Transform 
Unlock the full potential of Microsoft 365 Copilot and revolutionize 
your business operations.

Start your AI 
transformation 
journey 

Learn more about iT1 and our Copilot Solutions! 
Connect with us today!

Get Future Ready with strategic user adoption & 
ethical AI policies 
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